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**Bus Shelters**

We also researched ideas to improve and the identity of **Pace** via its Bus Shelters. At present shelters exist, but not in sufficient numbers, and not with a coherent identity. Their number should be increased strategically by locating them at major community points within town centers or major intersections and transfer points between two or more **Pace** routes, where they also serve to reinforce **Pace**’s presence. We also recommend providing at least one sheltered stop within walking distance of major residential areas.

These shelters can also be used to build partnerships with local businesses that would offer shelter space in exchange for other services. Shelters can also be used for design competitions, where the winning designs would be implemented in the originating communities, and strengthening **Pace**’s ties with these communities, as well as the identities of the communities themselves.

**Conclusion**

The identity of **Pace** was what this IPRO worked on improving and we believe the work we have done and concepts we have presented will go a long way in helping **Pace** not only retain customers but also attract new ones. Hence in a sense we believe we have accomplished more than what we set out to do.